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Dr. Alan F. Guttmacher, well-known authority on planned
parenthood, will lecture on "The
World Population Problem: How
Does it Effect You?" next
Monday at 3:30 p.m. in P.S. 10.
Guttmacher, president of the
Planned Parenthood — World
Population, is a graduate of the
John Hopkins School of Medicine.
He was associate professor of
obstetrics and gynecology at
Mount Sinai School of Medicine.

Assistant Professor of Art,
Professor of Art, promises to be one of the finest
cultural programs ever presented
by the Lecture and Public Affairs Committee
at CSCSB. Next year's program
differs radically from the one
presented this year in that
the new package program of film
and lectures will be centralized
around one theme.
Beginning with the Fall quarter
'69, the theme will be "Blackness
in America," centering around
eight or nine events, each of the
events scheduled are: a personal
appearance by Mrs. Moger Evers, a
musicologist, and some of the
events planned are: a lecture by Dr.
Gregory or Floyd McCaskill. The
theme for the Winter quarter will
be "Ecology-Environment Earth"
and some of the events planned are:
students of the Albert Einstein School of
Medicine. Dr. Schaefer is presently
director of psychological
conditioning, and programmed
instruction.

Since 1958, he has received
more than $1 million in grant
support, with research
concentrated in the areas of
"early experience, operant
conditioning, and programmed
instruction.

Dr. Schaefer, a frequent public
speaker, has taught at the
University of Chicago, Loyola
University of Chicago, Loyola
University of Pittsburgh, Claremont Graduate
University, and Loma Linda
University.

Appointed to the California
Research Committee in 1964, he
is a member of the American
Psychological Association,
American Association for the
Advancement of Science, and the
New York Academy of Sciences.

Schaefer's presentation,
appointed to the California
Research Committee in 1964, he
is a member of the American
Psychological Association,
American Association for the
Advancement of Science, and the
New York Academy of Sciences.

Schaefer's presentation,
sponsored by the Psychology
Club, will be accompanied by a
series of slides.

Dr. Schaefer To Speak On
'Behavioral Modification'

By DON LANNON

"Behavioral Modification" will be the topic discussed by Dr.
Halmonth H. Schaefer, internationally acclaimed
psychologist, on Monday, May 5,
7:30 p.m. in PS-10.
A graduate of the University of
Chicago, Dr. Schaefer is presently
the director of psychological
research at Patton State Hospital.
His work on the development of a
token economy at that
institution gained national
recognition in 1966.
According to Dr. James
Freeman, Chairman of the
Department of Psychology at
Cal-State, Schaefer's talk will
"center around his work at
Patton."

The author of numerous
scientific papers, Dr. Schaefer has
collaborated with Dr. S. B. and
C. E. Schaefer, a frequent public
speaker, has taught at the
University of Chicago, Loyola
University of Pittsburgh, Claremont Graduate
University, and Loma Linda
University.

Appointed to the California
Research Committee in 1964, he
is a member of the American
Psychological Association,
American Association for the
Advancement of Science, and the
New York Academy of Sciences.
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Counselors Needed For Orientation

Planning for the fall freshmen and new students orientation program is now underway. The three-day live-in program will take place 19-21 September, at an as yet undetermined site. Application forms are available at San Bernardino Mountain Resort area. About 20 student counselors will be needed to aid in the orientation program. Each counselor will be responsible for leading discussion sessions, coordinating activities and programs, and in general helping the new students find their way. If interested, contact himself to COUNSELLORS. Counselors must be available to attend a workshop the week prior to the live-in and should also be able to help in the on-campus orientation program. Counselors must have been in residence at CSUSB for at least one quarter. All students are urged to apply for a counselor position. Transportation, room and board will be furnished each counselor.

Application may be picked up in the Dean of Activities and Housing Office or the Associated Student Body office in BS 22. Deadline for applications is May 9, 1969.

At Swing

The Arrowhead Allied Arts Council of San Bernardino will present to the Inland Empire the Ramsey Lewis Trio and the Cal Tjader Quintet in a jazz concert at Swing Auditorium, National Orange Show in San Bernardino, May 10 at 8 p.m.

Pianist Ramsey Lewis is the hard-bop artist on the current scene and is the admitted pace-setter for jazz groups throughout the nation. His recognition was capped when the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences awarded him a Grammy for his record, "The In Crowd." Backing him up and complementing Ramsey's style are his fellow Chicagans, bassist Cleveland Eaton and drummer Maurice White.

The Cal Tjader Quintet, featuring its new "electric sound," will bring the lyrical jazz vibraphonist on stage with Al Zulaica playing a Fender electric bongo and Jim McBee the Fender bass accompanied by the percussion of John Rae and conga drummer Armando Peraza.

The jazz concert will highlight the second annual arts festival sponsored by the council. This year's festival is scheduled May 2 through 5 and will feature many outstanding art exhibits and special events, according to Min. L. Schweitzer, council president.

Concert tickets priced at $5.00 and $3.00 can be obtained at the San Bernardino Chamber of Commerce, Harris in San Bernardino, Riverside, Lyle's Records in San Bernardino, Kaiser Steel in Fontana, Sears and May Company in the Inland Empire Center or by mail application to the San Bernardino Chamber of Commerce.

Gluttons

Once again the quiet of our academic domicile is to be shattered May 25th by the annual slapping and slopping of the Spring Cookout. The days' activities are scheduled to begin at 2:00 p.m. in the gym area with an opening program at 3:00 p.m. in the gym.

Letters

There is something wrong with the student attitude at CSUSB, a phenomenon which has been told by "upper-classmen" that "nothing is happening in this place." And at first, I thought they were right. I arrived on campus, went to class, and left.

Then I became aware that something was happening. There are concerned people who are leading this campus. But leading it where? Where are we really going? Are we going to concern ourselves with representation? And if so, with representation of the majority, or of the minority, or of individuals only? Do we want to work on relevant, contemporary issues, or those which concern the future?

Here at CSUSB, we are in an environment that few will ever have the chance to experience. That is, being members of a new school, where we have the chance to put our ideas and beliefs, without being hampered by outmoded traditions and policies. The class of '72 has three more years in which to take advantage of this chance; we have the opportunity to work toward our goals. But before we can begin this work, we must define those goals. And if we can define a direction. And once we find that direction, it is our responsibility to follow it.

Kris Sell Candidate for Soph. Sen.
Letters...
equipment and facilities are available.
Tickets will be on sale next week in the cafeteria patio. As there are only 400 tickets to be sold you should get yours now. Ticket prices are 75 cents for children, $1.00 for students, $1.50 for general public.
At 6 p.m. Chef O’Gara as usual will lead the sale. The shopping and the slopping is to be done over Barbeque beef, corn on the cob, assorted salads and fat free, non-toxic pop. Thirty volunteers are needed to help with the serving. Anyone interested in working should contact Coach O’Gara or his secretary. All helpers will receive a free dinner.
Craig Mansy Activities Committee

Things
A college experience obviously must be an educational experience, that’s what it all seems to be about — but in our race to grind out teachers, chemists, engineers, etc. we seem to be overlooking one of the most memorable aspects of a college education — social intercourse.

The STRANGE LOOKING CONTRACTION — a creation of our very own physical plant — is a “Kiosk.” Its purpose will be for posting of discussion group connected with organization, council and community Assistance and Relations.

Thanks
I would like to formally extend my hearty thanks to my two supporters in the presidential race. It was an honestly well fought race and I concede defeat. I am personally grateful to “M.O.” and Tim Crowley.

By DON LANNON

Calendars

MONDAY, May 5
Theta Pi Omega
Freshman Class Cabinet
Cultural Affairs Committee
Dr. Alan Guttschanscher
Newman Center Meeting

TUESDAY, May 6
S.C.T.A.
Life Sciences Club
American Classical Club
A.S. Senate
Seminar for Black Students
Accounting Symposium
Program on Middle East: Dr. Graves

WEDNESDAY, May 7
Social Sciences Division
Senior Class Cabinet
A.S. Cabinet
Business Club
EE Ching, Community University
Beginners Spanish
Advanced Guitar
Sepsis and Pneumonia
Young Americans for Freedom
Dr. Bouloub

THURSDAY, May 8
Max Jacob, Community University
FRIDAY, May 9
Kinetic Art, Program 3
SATURDAY, May 10

As I See It...
Are Paid Toilets Next?

In an attempt to achieve greater economic efficiency within the College, the administration has decided to charge a $5.00 fee for a new toileting facility, which will be built at the southeast corner of the College campus. The fee is expected to cover all costs associated with the construction and operation of the new facility, including maintenance and cleaning.

Mary Whitby

Opinion...Finances

The Sophoclean tragedy, "Antigone" is the Play of the Pearl Garden. The season is Friday, May 8th. There will be two performances, at 8:00 p.m. on both May 8th and 10th. The play will be directed by Dr. Bouloub.

MAY WHITBY, Senior, English: "I would like, personally, to see perhaps a reorganization of the budget to provide more money for lectures and public performances. I think the ASB budget could be used more efficiently to provide more and better services for students than those currently offered. The ASB fee, $6.50, is assessed each student for each quarter of attendance. Presently, $22,420.00 of the $26,025 ASB budget comes from student fees. This budget provides for such things as government, activities, clubs, and various publications."

Students Speak Out

Recently, some of the candidates for ASB office mentioned the area of financial management, saying that ASB fees could be used more efficiently for more pertinent activities for students. The money collected from student fees, $6.50, is assessed each student for each quarter of attendance. Presently, $22,420.00 of the $26,025 ASB budget comes from student fees. This budget provides for such things as government, activities, clubs, and various publications."

This question was randomly posed to students. "Do you think that ASB fee money could be better used than it presently is?"

Mary Whitby

Monzella Watts

MARI SMITH, Junior, English: "I would like, personally, to see perhaps a reorganization of the budget to provide more money for lectures and public performances. I think the ASB budget could be used more efficiently to provide more and better services for students than those currently offered. The ASB fee, $6.50, is assessed each student for each quarter of attendance. Presently, $22,420.00 of the $26,025 ASB budget comes from student fees. This budget provides for such things as government, activities, clubs, and various publications."
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Cook-out. The money from this committee at the Campus Items include: jackets, watches, items include articles collected for possible recovery of the item. An planning for an on-campus campout at Joshua Tree. An poetry by Lorca, and one in a car campout at Joshua Tree for students and faculty members of CSCSB. This handicap was felt to be particularly difficult for many students since they were forced to pay the expensive fees of private nurseries or baby sitters to attend the meeting. Another meeting has been scheduled on Friday May 2, for such program on the campus. In the morning, social work specialists who will be visiting the student body presidents explained a frustration about the student body presidents, saying that student leaders and California's Governor seemed to be talking on two different channels. By MIKE ZLAKET

On Wednesday, April 30, there was a presentation, Phonetic Mix, of international poetry reading by students and faculty members of CSCSB. The poems were the works of famous authors all over the world, and they are presented in their original languages. Bob Gens gave a German presentation of a poem by Brecht. Mr. Iwanaga gave two presentations: one, in Spanish, of a poem by Lorca, and one in Portuguese. Mary Whitney gave a Spanish presentation of another of Lorca's poems. Dr. Ryell and David Combis gave French presentations of three poems by Jacques Prevert. Munir Hanafi gave an Arabic presentation from the Kfetia. Ridge Rowley sang a French song, "Fille au Roi du Francais." Dr. Markau presented a modern Dravidian chant. Dravidian is one of the five languages from northern India. Richard Siegel, Sergio Bizondo, and Anastasia Fuss also made presentations. There were also some presentations in Latin. The emphasis, in all of the presentations, was on the beauty of the literary works in their respective languages. To help the audience better understand the poems, translations and explanations were given. This was a very unique experience, of which there ought to be more.

WHERE IS THIS Labyrinth? Turn the picture sideways.... (Photo by Terry Nicholson)

News Briefs

THIS WEEKEND, MAY 3-4 THE OUTDOORS CLUB is having a car campout at Joshua Tree National Monument at the Hidden Valley Campground. All faculty, staff and students are welcome to come. For further information please contact P.E. Dept. Extension 341.

*****

ITEMS

In the lost and found will be auctioned off by the Activities committee at the Campus Cook-out. The money from this auction will go to the Foundation fund and for Student Loans. Items include: jackets, watches, rings, keys, typewriters, etc. These items include articles collected from the first year the college was open (1965). Anyone who has lost anything at the college in the last four years may check at the Campus police office in the Gym for possible recovery of the item. Proof of ownership will be required.

*****

AT AN INFORMAL MEETING LAST FRIDAY, CSCSB students began planning for an on-campus nursery. Students in attendance included both married and single students. Discussion during the meeting centered around the need for such program on the campus. It was pointed out that married students make up a high percentage of the student body and that currently there is no way for students who can not afford the expensive fees of private nurseries or baby sitters to attend the meeting. Another meeting has been scheduled on Friday May 2, for such program on the campus. In the morning, social work specialists who will be visiting the student body presidents explained a frustration about the student leaders and California's Governor seemed to be talking on two different channels. By MIKE ZLAKET
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